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CONTACT US 

Call: (866) 315-9348  

Text: 740 901 0868 

Email: support@autobahnlife.com 

 

BALI JEWELRY  

Explore our exquisite collection of Bali Jewelry for men. These handmade bracelets feature artisan woven 

sterling silver using a 500-year-old Indonesian technique. Our original, intricate, and expertly crafted woven 

silver bracelets come in four exclusive designs including the snake weave, modern chain, hammered silver and 

braided chain. Each of these mens bali bracelets come in a luxury boxed set, which includes a certificate of 

authenticity and a soft velvet pouch for travel and storage.  

 

SIZE GUIDE:  

Measure around your Wrist in cm.  

Small / Medium: 15.5cm – 17.5cm (6.1" - 6.9") 

Large / X-Large: 17.6cm - 19.4cm (7.0" - 7.6") 

Please measure around your wrist and choose your size accordingly. Make sure to measure the exact size in cm 

for the best fit.  

 

SHIPPING & RETURNS 

30 Day Returns 

Complimentary Shipping Worldwide 

Express Shipping Available (1-3 business days)  

One Year Warranty 

Comes with Certificate of Authenticity 

Secure Payment Options 
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How do I care for my woven silver bracelet? 

While not wearing your Bali bracelet, we suggest keeping it in a safe and dry place. A soft velvet pouch will be 

included with each of your purchases for convenient storage. It is important to keep your woven silver chain 

bracelet away from water; be sure to remove it prior to swimming, showering, applying colognes and, or hand 

creams as these can all contribute to tarnishing the silver. Be careful not to roughly pull or tug on the clasp and 

avoid rubbing the bracelets against any hard or abrasive surfaces. If you would like to clean your Bali bracelet, 

we recommend only using a quality jewelry cleaner and a soft cloth. If you have any questions about how to 

properly care for your Bali bracelets feel free to send us an email and we will happily assist you.  

 


